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Stimulate the Senses with Pulse™ by Landscape Structures Inc.
Multisensory games add lights, sound, touch and more movement to the playground
Delano, Minn. (Jan. 22, 2013) — Landscape Structures Inc., a Delano, Minn.-based commercial
playground equipment manufacturer, has introduced Pulse™, a multisensory way to add lights, sounds,
touch and more movement to the playground. Pulse offers three interactive games with stimulating LED
light patterns and sounds that help kids develop their muscles, hand-eye coordination and action/reaction
skills. Pulse games are simple, intuitive and engaging for the whole family.
Landscape Structures is committed to providing sensory play experiences in an effort to create
truly inclusive playgrounds. The addition of Pulse to its product offerings will bring children of all
abilities together for visual, auditory and tactile stimulation. Additionally, the three new games encourage
social interaction, teach the value of sportsmanship, and help develop physical coordination and spatial
awareness.
•

Pulse Tennis is great for two to eight players ages 5 to 12. With flashing lights and
realistic tennis sounds, kids will be encouraged to run, lunge and stretch to send the light
back to their opponent.

•

Pulse Table Tennis welcomes two to four players ages 2 to 12. Kids develop hand-eye
coordination and concentration as they watch for the light to bounce back to them. Table
tennis, installed at a wheelchair-accessible height, is great for therapeutic settings.

•

Pulse Tempo rewards kids for their movement with five unique sound and light shows.
Designed for up to six players ages 2 to 12, Pulse Tempo helps advance kids’ motor
skills.
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The quality that users have come to know from Landscape Structures is built into Pulse. Its
sensors are waterproof, have sustained extreme climate testing and are constructed from a tough, impactresistant polycarbonate material.
Pulse is easy to install. A standard AC power supply is required as the games run on safe, lowvoltage power and use energy-efficient LED lights, and all game controls are housed in a waterproof,
outdoor-rated enclosure. Detailed, easy-to-follow installation instructions are provided with each game.
Watch Pulse in action and hear what kids have to say about the new multisensory play experience
at playlsi.com.
Since 1971, Landscape Structures Inc. has been the leading commercial playground equipment
manufacturer in the world. The employee-owned company is committed to making the world a better
place with active children thriving in leading communities year after year, generation after generation.
Landscape Structures encourages outdoor play that develops healthy kids and a sustainable world by
creating innovative products that are environmentally responsible. The company’s mission from day one
has been to enhance children’s lives by fostering and creating inspiring play experiences while honoring
the environment.
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